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Abstract  

Since their emergence, social media have become a reliable source of social events which attracted the interest of research community to 
extract them for many business requirements. However, unlike formal sources like news articles, social data exploitation for events extraction 
is much harder regarding the complex character of social text. Many approaches, ranging from linguistic techniques to learning algorithms,
were proposed to succeed this task. Nevertheless, achieved results are weak regarding the complexity and completeness of the task.
In this paper, we focus on private events extraction from Twitter by tracking digital drug abusers. We propose a hybrid approach in which we 
combine strengths of linguistic rules and learning techniques looking for better performance. In fact, we use linguistic rules to build an 
automatically annotated training set and extract a set of features as well, to be used in a learning process in order to improve obtained results. 
The proposed approach outperforms the baseline by 24,8% thanks to combination of techniques. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, social media have become an open source of public social, political and socio-economic events. This phenomenon 
attracted the attention of research community members to invest in events extraction from social media data for decision and 
prediction purposes. In fact, events extraction task brings the most meaningful and informative piece of information necessary for 
better understanding of phenomena compared to (NER) and relations extraction (RE). However, it is the most complex task 
regarding its completeness since it involves the later tasks and achieved accuracy doesn’t exceed 60% till now16. Events extraction 
complexity returns especially, in addition to informality, to shortness and sparsity of social text exchanged which hardens the
extraction of all its components. In order to overcome this problem and achieve better results, three lines of approaches emerged in 
the literature namely rule-based approaches, learning-based approaches and hybrid approaches. Each of which have their advantages 
and drawbacks. In fact, rule-based approaches suffer from the lack of a standard rule language and most proposed grammars are 
complex, hard to write and domain-dependent. Moreover, they require linguistic expertise for their maintenance. Supervised 
techniques require large amounts of manually labeled data, and for each new type of event, a new training data is required, new
annotation effort and new learning process. Moreover, in the case of extracting rare and private events, where examples are 
infrequent, even large annotated data sets contain only few examples insufficient for training. To solve this problem, many 
researchers used semi-supervised techniques such as bootstrapping and distant supervision. Unsupervised techniques are rarely used
because they generate often black box models difficult to interpret and to maintain. Hybrid approaches are recently proposed and
applied only to exploit newswire articles and well-formed documents and are not till now applied for social media data exploitation 
and for events extraction as well. 

In this work, we focus on private events extraction from Twitter. Actually, public events took a great interest by research 
community in this area since it is considered less complex. In literature, private events extraction is limited to publicly shared events 
like marriage and graduations. However, we are interested to more critical type of events namely drug abuse events. Indeed, drug
abusers find in social networks, like Twitter, a refuge in which they can talk freely about their substance which makes from them a 
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rich source of information in this field. Enriched with demographic, spatial and temporal information, Twitter is a reliable source of 
drug abuse events.  

We propose a hybrid approach which explores the advantages of linguistic rules and machine learning techniques in order to 
accomplish efficiently this task. We make exploitation of a new grammar rule called ODIN at the heart of a linguistic engine. It is 
flexible enough to extract events based on syntactic dependencies, semantic and morphological constraints. However, it achieved
poor results that we cannot adopt as basis of future efficient surveillance systems. So, we propose to use a learning technique to cope 
with cases that cannot be handled by the first approach and eventually improve events extraction performance. The output of the
rule-based module in term of automatically annotated corpus and rule-based features are used to conduct the learning process. We
compared four learning algorithms, among which, the Decision Tree and Support Vector Machine performed better for this task and
pushed the overall performance of the system from 52% to 75,8%.  Extracted information is the basis of potential real time 
surveillance and monitoring systems useful to help healthcare communities in improving medical outcomes in this field. In fact, by 
tracking digital drug abusers and surveying their healthcare status, we have in hands all the timely fresh information necessary for 
early detection of complicated medical conditions such as overdose, discovering new trends in drugs, new side effects of drugs, and 
especially help addicted individuals without even meeting them by finding and proposing new treatments, new social reintegration
programs, prevention and awareness campaigns, find new medications and therapy, save lives and, why not, stop the dissemination
of such poison.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; in section two, we investigate works exploiting literature approaches for 
information extraction in general and events extraction in particular. In section three, we present the general architecture of the event 
extraction system. In section four, a formal description of an event is proposed. In section five, we present the pre-processing work 
necessary to begin event extraction task including the named entity recognition. Techniques used to develop the rule-based module
are presented in section six. In section seven, we present the learning process used to enhance the performance of the system. 
Section eight is reserved to present experimental setups, results and discussions. Finally, we conclude in section nine.  

2. Related Work 

Event extraction consists on finding structured representation of events by looking for semantic entities and potential semantic
relationships among them. Event extraction from news articles and grammatically-correct documents attracted an important number
of research 7, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11.  However, its application to social media data is still in its infancy. Despite its novelty, event extraction from 
social media gave birth to three approaches; rule-based, learning-based and hybrid approaches.  

2.1. Rule-based Approaches 

Rule-based approaches make use of linguistic rules to write either lexico-syntactic or lexico-semantic patterns. They are closely 
based on linguistic preprocessing and morphological analysis to find possible relationships between entities. The use of natural
language processing tools is indispensable for linguistic preprocessing and named entity recognition. Events are discovered by 
looking for possible combination of entities using syntactic dependencies or semantic relationships. Thus, named entities are 
extracted using rules, and relations are found using a second different technique, or vice versa. Tanev et al.7 used semantic rules to 
extract possible semantic entities like actor, date, etc and relationships between them. They developed EXPRESS at the heart of
NEXUS system based on pattern matching for monitoring crisis events about violence or natural disasters from online news. When 
tested on a corpus of clustered online news by topics, NEXUS recognized 27 events out of 29 where 93% of coverage. In major rule-
based systems the dominant schema adopted for events is the triplets (subject, predicate, object). In 12, authors fed Stanford 
dependencies and CMU POS tags to a set of algorithms to extract triplets. In13, authors used ClausIE which extracts complex 
relationships having n-ary predicates and able to decompose an object into several arguments representing richer event facets such as 
date, place, participants, organizers, etc. They used frequent patterns mining and heuristic technique based on co-occurrence of most 
recurrent named entities in order to select only relevant rules. When evaluated on public news events on three datasets, the proposed 
approach achieved important results. As mentioned above, despite their power in uncovering the semantic of the text, rule-based
approaches suffer from the lack of a standard rules language. Moreover, they require linguistic expertise to write and maintain them.   

2.2.  Learning-based Approaches 

Many contributions rely on the use of machine learning techniques to abstract out the complexity of events extraction task. In 
many papers,  information extraction is transformed into a classification task. Classification techniques are used either to find named 
entities or to classify relations between them. In 6,  named entities are extracted using a classification technique working on the basis 
of candidate named entity identification. Relations are identified using an other classification approach which features are possible 
words promoting the potential relation. Events are possible combinations between named entities and relations kind of conflicts,
defense, etc belonging to military field. In8, authors proposed a Bayesian model called Latent Event & Category Model (LECM) to 
extract events and group them into categories. This is an amelioration of Latent Event Model LEM 10. An event is represented with a 
distribution over its components mentioned above. The output of the model is a set of clusters. Each cluster corresponds to an event 
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type determined by the dominant semantic class of entities such as Music, Sport, Business, Law, etc. Implemented and evaluated 
against TwiCAL9, the proposed approach achieved 70% of accuracy. However, TwiCAL used CRF model to extract events which is 
a statistical approach that extracts events based on neighborhood word dependencies.  

Seeking for better performance and to escape from supervised techniques’ drawbacks, mainly the manual annotation of a training 
set and the definition of relevant features, Ritter et al. 14 proposed a weakly supervised approach that allows information analysts to 
extract any type of new events by giving only tens of seed examples without building an information extractor from scratch. This is 
the best solution to overcome Twitter data sparsity which is a difficulty face to building a complete annotated data set. Compared to 
3 baselines for extracting 3 types of security events, the proposed approach performs better.  

In some proposals, different learning techniques are combined such as 11 in which authors proposed panoply of learning 
techniques for life event identification and property extraction. It is one of the rare approaches that focus on private events such as 
marriage, graduation, birthday, etc. at first, they used a clustering technique namely LDA to detect event categories. These later are 
filtered using a bootstrapping technique based on extracting tweets having higher number of replies. To identify event types in
unlabeled data, authors used maximum entropy classifier which achieved 0.48 of accuracy. The contributors were also interested to
self-reported information in which the speaker is not directly reported. They use SVM trained on 800 manually annotated tweets 
which achieved 0.8 of accuracy. As authors focused on event extraction, extracting event properties is necessary to build a complete 
structured view of the event. For this end, they trained CRF model which accomplished the mission with 0.84 of accuracy. The 
solution is highly organized and achieved good results. Nevertheless, the multitude of techniques increases its complexity.  

In the healthcare field, the use of social media to discuss healthcare issues is becoming a necessity rather than a trend. Liu et al.15

exploited patient forums to extract adverse drug reactions. In fact, they used a statistical learning technique namely Transductive
SVM to extract semantic relationships between drugs and their adverse reactions using syntactic features. Indeed, syntactic 
dependency tree is generated using Stanford Parser, and the shortest path is detected to extract relevant syntactic dependency 
features to be used for TSVM learning. Proposed system achieved poor results with bag of words features, 60% with syntactic 
dependency features and 69% when performing semantic filtering consisting on negative expressions removal.  Major works in the 
biomedical field use information retrieval techniques rather than information extraction to uncover a tending disease or epidemic 
without focusing on details about the patients, their demographic information and other information tackling the problem as a private
experience and not a public phenomenon. 

2.3.  Hybrid Approaches  

Recently, research community is moving toward hybrid approaches which take advantage of learning techniques and linguistic 
rules. However, the number of contributions is still limited and doesn’t cover all issues. For example, there are not used for event 
extraction till now. They are used in different combinations. For instance, rules could be used to generate a certain output to
facilitate the learning process or vice versa. In1, rule-based module and machine-learning process work in a loosely coupled way to 
enhance performance of named entity recognition in Arabic text. Rules are used to generate a set of features to conduct the learning 
process. The use of rule-based features improved the overall performance of named entity extraction system. In 17, authors used 
GATE platform strengthen with gazetteers of lemma for each event trigger and entity type to extract linguistic patterns 
corresponding to each event type. The hybrid methodology outperformed the separate rule-based approach (45% F-measure) and the 
machine-learning separate approach (62% F-score) by achieving the higher score (71%) in the identification of military events from 
structured military documents. In18 contributors focused on relation extraction among Arabic named entities where the challenge is 
to find the position of the word that expresses a semantic relation between Arabic named entities which is a hard task. The process 
consists on using a machine learning technique to find best rules useful to detect meaningful and accurate relation between Arabic 
named entities. Indeed, they used APRIORI and decision trees (C4.5) to generate heterogeneous set of rules filtered using a genetic
algorithm. In order to boost the overall performance of the system and regarding the sensitivity of Arabic data and their complexity, 
authors used handcrafted rules. In fact, to extract more significant and trusted relations, a human effort is required in natural
language processing. Unlike previously mentioned approaches, in19, supervised learning and pattern-based methods are used to be 
complementary. In fact, a weight is associated to the relation when extracted with each method independently. Then, the relation is 
retained if the sum of its weights is equal to one. Indeed, the process consists on preparing for each relation a set of lexical patterns 
to extract relations between treatments and disease for medical documents annotated in advance (identification of diseases and 
treatments). Then, an SVM classifier is trained using a set of lexical, semantic and morphological features as well as a set of
relations to be used as training set. Both methods are combined in a complementary way. The hybrid approach outperforms the 
separate machine learning and pattern-based methods in term of precision, recall and f-measure.  

Despite the high performance they achieve compared to machine learning and rule-based approaches individually, hybrid 
methods are not applied till now for information extraction from social media. In this paper, we handle the challenge of applying
them for private events extraction from social data, Twitter in particular.  

3. System Architecture 
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Event extraction refers to the task of identifying events in free text and deriving detailed and structured information about them16.
Automatic event extraction started between 1987 and 1998 and initiated in Message Understanding Conferences organized by 
DARPA and by the ACE (Automatic Content Extraction) Program. Since that, it attracted many academics and industrials regarding 
the completeness of information extracted and its relevance for many real life problems starting with slots filling in templates.
Moreover, an evolving number of approaches were proposed to enhance the performance of event extraction systems and improve 
the accuracy of extracted information ranging from pattern-based approaches to machine learning techniques. In this work, we 
propose a hybrid approach which combines both of these approaches seeking for better performance by taking the advantages of 
each of them. The following is the architecture of the hybrid system proposed for event extraction from social media in particular
Twitter:

Fig. 1. A hybrid approach for events extraction from Twitter 

The proposed system is a set of sequential complementary modules where the output of each one is the input of its next. In 
upcoming sections, we give a description of each module. 

4. Event Formal Description 

The concept event is the central and basic element in our work. A naïve definition of an event could be the action that occurs at a 
given place in a given period of time. It may include participants and it belongs to a certain domain specifying its semantic. In the 
information extraction field an event is defined as who did what to whom, when, where, through which method and why16. Based on 
this definition, we propose to represent an event with five dimensions: E = <S, L, D, A, I> where (S) is the conceptual dimension 
and corresponds to its type. It is the ‘what’ in the definition above and expressed with a trigger which is the word promoting the
semantic of an event. For instance, a drug abuse event (DA) is represented with a verb describing the act of abuse (inject, sniff, etc). 
(L) is the spatial dimension referring to the location where the event took place. (D) is the temporal dimension corresponding to the 
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date when the event took place. (A) is the agentive dimension which means the set of persons ‘who’ participated in an event. In the 
context of our application, the participant is the patient or the abuser. (I) is the instrumental dimension which answers the How of an 
event. In the context of our application, we consider the drug that instrument. Each dimension corresponds to one or more 
conceptual objects (classes) and has one or more descriptive attributes. From this abstraction, we depict the set of information to 
extract mainly the entities, attributes and relations.  

5. Pre-processing  

We developed a Twitter data crawler which collects real time and streaming tweets from Twitter Streaming API. After data 
cleaning, a linguistic preprocessing is indispensable to conduct an information extraction process using a natural language 
processing tool. It consists on sentence splitting, tokenization and part of speech tagging which output is the syntactic structure of 
the text which brings a preliminary meaning. We proceed also to named entity extraction which is one of the most important steps
toward event extraction since they are the entities involved in an event in the context of an n-ary relationship. We use Stanford Core 
NLP20 pipeline for linguistic pre-processing and we extended its capability to recognize domain-specific entities such as drugs and 
routes of administration using a dictionary-based approach. To detect abbreviations and slangs, we use a fuzzy matching distance so 
we warrant detection of all possible events. The detailed work is in21.

6. Rule-based Component  

Event extraction is a complex task regarding the different syntactic and grammatical structures of sentences convoying an event
especially in a conversational text such as Twitter. Linguistic techniques are appropriate to uncover the meaning and semantic of a 
text. However, rule-based methods suffer from diversity and complexity of grammar rules in addition to the large number of rules
required to express one event at a time. In this work, we make exploitation of Open Domain INformer ODIN4, a new event 
extraction grammar rich, flexible, simple, robust and fast enough to extract events from well-formed or even from informal and 
grammatically poor text.  

6.1. ODIN Grammar  

Through a simple and declarative syntax, ODIN achieves the extraction of n-ary events, single or multi-word event predicates 
with lexical and morphological constraints and event arguments with simple syntactic patterns and semantic constraints. It is 
powerful since it is able to extract complex or nested events through simple syntactic patterns. ODIN’s building block is the rule. 
The heart of ODIN rules is the pattern. A pattern is composed of trigger which represents the predicate of the event (in general a 
verb), and a set of arguments which are mentions syntactically related to the trigger with semantic constraints. It offers two types of 
patterns; token pattern and dependency pattern and each one has its equivalent representation in the next type. A pattern produces an 
object mention which is either a relation mention, a text bound mention or an event mention. We refer the reader to2 for more 
information.  

ODIN is taking advantage of Stanford dependencies3.  We distinguish 50 dependency types (nsubj, dobj, nmod, compound, etc) 
and collapsed dependencies involving prepositions, conjuncts as well as about the referent of relative clauses which gives direct
dependencies between content words among others prep_in, conj_and, prep_like, prep_over, prep_through and prep_with,. 

6.2. Event Trigger 

Triggers are verbs raising the event. Thanks to constraints that ODIN offers, we handle simple triggers expressed with one word,
a finite and minimal set of words or a large and evolving set of words. For example, drug abuse event is expressed with different 
triggers or predicates such as smoke, sniff, eat, inject, etc corresponding to the route of intake of a drug (ROI) in addition to their 
slang terms and abbreviations which can evolve by the time. This makes the definition of the trigger with a single token impossible 
since we cannot limit a finite set of words. Therefore, we use a semantic class to capture different instances of the trigger (ROI).
Then, we call the trigger with a constraint [entity = ROI] or [mention = ROI]. In addition, we can add to the rule the lemma of the 
verb expressing a drug abuse event such as take, want, love, etc.   

6.3. Event Arguments 

Event arguments are named entities either built on the fly the moment of writing the pattern, or extracted by an external named
entity recognition system and they are assigned semantic roles. In a preliminary NER process, we extracted 10 named entities which
are arguments of events of interest where the most important are: Person, Location, Date, Number, Unit (ml, mg, cigarette, etc),
ROI, Drug (cocaine, marijuana, LSD, etc).  Fig.3 is an example of a rule promoting the semantic named entity route of intake ROI.
By definition, the date and location are basic arguments of any event but they are not always available explicitly in the text of the 
tweet and their extraction requires an extra treatment which will be detailed in future works.  
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Fig. 3. An example of rule promoting the named entity ROI from an external named entity extraction system to ODIN 

6.4. Event Extraction Rules 

An event corresponds to a predicate-argument structure PAS where arguments have case relations with the predicate. Let p(r1:a1,
r2:a2, ... rn:an) be a PAS, each ai having a case relation ri with p for i = 1, 2, ..., n arguments. Case relations are captured thanks to 
syntactic dependencies and semantic constraints. They are also assigned semantic names (abuser, substance, dose, etc). Thanks to
ODIN, we can specify all possible syntactic variations of an event in only one rule. The following rule captures a drug abuse event: 

- name: "drug-abuse" 
  label: [DA] 
  priority: 3 
  type: dependency 
  pattern: | 
    trigger = [mention = ROI]|[lemma=/take|want|love/] 
    abuser: Patient?= <xcomp? /^nsubj/ | dobj  
    substance: Drug = dobj|compound|prep_of(nn|conj|cc)* |dobj? prep_of  
    manner: manner? = acomp 
    date: Date? = /prep_(on|in|at)/+ 
    dose: Dose? = dobj num 
    unit: Unit? = dobj 
    method: ROI? = prep_by|prep_to amod 
    location: Location? = prep_(in|at) 

The above rule generates all drug abuse (DA) event mentions in a json file. The subsequent figure is the visualization of an 
example of a drug abuse event in ODIN online interactive environmenta:

�

Fig. 2. Visualization of a drug abuse event in ODIN online interactive environment

7. Machine Learning-based Component 

Due to of the informality of social text, we define the majority, if not all, the arguments optional in order to capture all possible 
positive instances (events) which bias the results and leads to an increasing number of false positives and false negatives. Therefore, 
we propose to train a model how to distinguish real positive instances from false positives in order to increase the precision of the 
system.  Moreover, we aim to capture more false negatives to improve the overall performance of the system. In this section, we
propose a learning-based approach to handle cases biasing the results of the rule-based approach and affecting the performance of
the system.  

Like any learning process, the challenge is how to choose appropriate features and sufficient training set as well as the learning 
algorithm. Therefore, we use the output results of the rule-based component to extract relevant features and to build an automatically 
annotated training data set as well. We defined two types of features; rule-based features inspired from ODIN formalism and consist 
on main named entities involved in the text, lexical features corresponding to triggers that cannot be defined with a generic concept, 
semantic relationships between them and their event tags. The second type is some additional features in order to ameliorate the
precision of the system such as the sentence length because social media data suffer from short messages syntactically poor but
meaningful. Indeed, a given event may be expressed with one keyword in a sentence full of colloquial meaningless words like 

������������������������������������������������������������
a� http://agathon.sista.arizona.edu/odinweb�
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“marijuana, oh, good experience”. We propose to use the length of sentences as additional effective feature type. The rule-based 
approach used can capture negations in sentences. For example “I don’t use any substance” is never tagged as a valid event. 
However, the sentence “like I am under alcohol” is certainly captured as an event. In order to remedy to this problem, we use a 
window of words mainly the word before subject (WBS) and word after subject or before trigger (WBT). The following table 
summarizes the set of depicted features: 

Table 1. Types and values of classification features 

Feature Type Name Description Values 

Rule-based Features Named Entities The tag of named entity which could be an 
argument or a trigger. They are binary 
features.  

PATIENT, DRUG, NUMBER, 
UNIT, ROI, MANNER 

Lexical features The lemma of verbs representing some 
triggers that don’t correspond to any  
named entity 

 « take », « be », “test”, “get”, 
“do”, “want” , “love”, “like”, 
“purchase”, “hate”, “need”, 
“play”, “give” 

Semantic Links Semantic relationships between the trigger 
and the argument  

Abuser, Substance, Dose, Unit, 
manner, method 

Event Type  the event tag DA, NONE 

Other Features Sentence Length Number of non stop words in the sentence five, lfive, gfive 

WBS The lexical match of the word before 
subject. NA if it doesn’t exist 

Like, if, can, would, could, etc 

NA 

WBT The lexical match of the word before 
trigger. NA if it doesn’t exist 

Should, safely, etc 

NA 

Concerning the choice of the learning technique, we trained four classifiers in order to compare them and choose the best to be
the predictive model to integrate into our system namely Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression and Naïve 
Bayes.

8. Experiments 
8.1.  Data Sets and Setups 

For experiments, we built our own corpus using event mentions generated from 80000 automatically annotated tweet by the rule-
based component. The corpus is divided into 60% for training and 40% for test.  For evaluation, we focus only on drug abuse events 
and we use the rule-based system as a baseline. We use Wekab implementation for the abovementioned learning techniques namely 
J48 for Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes and Libsvm implementation of Support Vector Machine.  

8.2. Results and Discussions 

The rule-based system (baseline) was tested for the 80000 tweets and achieved 53% of precision, 74% recall and 51% of F-
measure by recognizing 1525 events out of 2314. The performance of the rule-based approach individually is poor since it generates
a large number of false positives as well as false negatives. Thus, many relevant events are missed and invalid events are tagged as 
well. Therefore, we used a learning technique with different types of features to improve these results. The following table 
summarizes results obtained by each learning technique for each type of features and shows the performance of the hybrid approach
compared to rule-based module individually:  

������������������������������������������������������������
b�http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/�
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Table 2. Performance measures of the hybrid system 

 Rule-based Features All  Features 

Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure 

Decision Tree (J48) 69,4% 83,3% 75,8% 93,3% 93,3% 93,3% 

Logistic Regression  69% 80% 74,1% 91% 90% 90,4% 

SVM (Libsvm) 69,4% 83,3% 75,8% 93,3% 93,3% 93,3% 

Naïve Bayes 70,3% 63,3% 66,4% 84,7% 83,3% 83,9% 

For evaluation, we used the three well known performance measures in the world of information extraction namely precision, 
recall and F-measure. The precision is a measure of trust that all relevant instances are extracted. The recall is a measure of trust that 
all extracted instances are relevant. The F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall representing a trade-off 
between them.   

Results show that by the use of rule-based features, the overall performance of the system is significantly enhanced compared to
rule-based system individually. SVM and Decision Tree achieved better results, compared to Logistic Regression and Naïve Bayes,
by pushing the accuracy from 51% to 75,8%. The use of additional features ameliorates considerably the results where the value of
using additional features in ameliorating the precision of identifying valid and relevant events from grammatically poor and short 
text like Twitter. We observe the amelioration of performance measures with all learning techniques, but, Decision Tree and SVM
realized still the best results.  

Obtained results in term of drug abuse events mentions are useful for real time tracking of digital drug abusers in order to build a 
real time surveillance system of drug abuse phenomenon. The sought system is based on real time collection and analysis of social
media data in particular Twitter. Achieving such a system will help healthcare institutions find new policies toward this epidemic in 
order to help patients reintegrate the society and stop the dissemination of this epidemic.  

9. Conclusion 

Event extraction remains the hardest task since it involves entity extraction and relation extraction especially when dealing with 
social data like Twitter. It is the task of identifying n-ary relationships expressed in a text with syntactic dependencies among
entities. However, social text is grammatically poor and a given event could be expressed in different syntactic ways which make
rule-based approaches incapable to extract relevant events and learning-based approaches incapable to learn all possible cases. To 
overcome this problem, we used a hybrid approach by taking advantage of linguistic rules to generate an annotated training set and a 
set of features necessary to conduct a learning process. Using a machine learning technique we handle cases that cannot be captured 
using linguistic patterns which enhanced the overall performance of the system. Challenges of events extraction from social media
are numerous and only one is handled in this work. Other challenges such as co-reference resolution and nested events will be held 
in future work. Moreover, we are interested also to adverse drug reaction events since abusers could talk about their dependency and 
possible side effects in the same text and at the same time.   
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